
Road Safety Signs: 
Ensuring Safety on the 
Roads



Introduction 

 Road safety is of utmost importance to ensure the safety of 
drivers, pedestrians, and other road users. A crucial component of 
road safety is the presence of clear and properly placed road signs. 
These signs not only provide essential information but also guide 
drivers, alert them of potential hazards, and increase overall road 
awareness.

 One company that is dedicated to manufacturing high-
quality road safety signs is Aarneel Technocrafts. With their 
advanced technology and expertise, Aarneel Technocrafts offers a 
comprehensive range of road safety sign solutions for various 
needs.

https://aarneel.com/product-full-detail?product_id=3


Sizes/Ranges

 Below are some of the sizes and ranges of road safety signs offered by Aarneel Technocrafts:

 Single Post Signs: These signs are installed on a single post, providing clear and concise information 
to drivers.

 Double Post Signs: These signs are larger and require double posts for installation, making them 
highly visible and prominent.

 Place Identification Boards: These boards display the names or identification of specific places or 
locations, enabling easier navigation for drivers.

 Advance Direction Boards: These signs provide advanced directional guidance, allowing drivers to 
prepare for upcoming turns or intersections well in advance.

 Overhead Cantilevers Boards: Mounted on overhead structures, these signs span over the road, 
making them easily visible from a distance.

 Overhead Gantry Boards: Similar to cantilevers, gantry boards are larger and are typically used on 
highways or major roads to display important information.

 Toll Boards: These signs are specifically designed for toll plazas, informing drivers about payment 
options, lanes, and other relevant information.

 Variable Message Sign (VMS): VMS signs are electronic displays that can be updated in real-time, 
providing dynamic information such as traffic alerts or detour guidance.

 Smart City Overhead Gantries, Cantilevers, RLVD Poles & Other Sign Boards: Aarneel Technocrafts
also specializes in providing customized road safety signs to meet the unique needs of smart cities and 
urban areas.

Aarneel Technocrafts also offers various other customized road safety sign products, ensuring that each 
client's specific requirements are met.



Conclusion

 With a commitment to quality, Aarneel Technocrafts uses durable 
materials and adheres to international standards for road safety 
sign manufacturing. Their signs are designed to withstand harsh 
weather conditions and ensure long-lasting visibility, thereby 
increasing road safety and reducing accidents.

 Remember, road safety is a collective responsibility. By investing 
in reliable road safety signs from companies like Aarneel
Technocrafts, we can contribute to creating safer and more 
efficient roads for everyone.

https://aarneel.com/product-full-detail?product_id=3

